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MODIFICATION OF CLASTS IN LODGEMENT TILLS 
BY GLACIAL EROSION 

By MARTIN SHARP 
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ABSTRACT. 7.8% of I 105 clasts with a B-axis diameter of > 32 mm in lodgement till s from Sk alafell sjiik ull , 
south -east Icela nd, had a stoss-and-Iee form . Clasts deepl y embedded in the tills were more likely to have such a 
form than those resting lightly on the surface. Deeply embedded basa lt a nd andesite clasts were also mo re 
rounded than lightly embedded clasts of similar litho logy, and more striated and more likely to have a stoss-and
lee form than deeply embedded gabbro and granophyre clasts. Lightly embedded basalt and andesite clasts were 
more stri ated than lightly embedded gabbro and grano phyre clasts. Within each lithologica l class , larger clasts 
were more likely to have a stoss-a nd-Iee form. It is suggested that deep ly embedded boulders acquire their rounded 
stoss-and-Iee form by abrasion and fr acture by over-riding debris-laden ice. This occurs after they have become 
firmly lodged by ploughing into the subglac ial till bed, and before they beco me buried by lodgement of debri s 
aro und them. The degree of modifi cation depends in part upon clast size and lithology. The long-axis orientatio n 
of deeply embedded boulders is a good indicator of former ice-flow directions. 

RESUME. Modifiealion des galels dans les depols ell niches par i'erosion glaeiaire. 7,8% de I 105 galets avec 
un diametre suivan t I' axe B superi e ur it 32 mm dans des depots en niches iss us du Skalafellsjiikull, dans le Sud-Est 
de l'l slande o nt une forme allongee dans le sens du cou rant glaciaire. Les cailloux profondement enfonces dan s les 
depots o nt plu s de chance d'avoir une telle forme que ceux restant pres de la surface. Les ec la ts de basa lte et 
d'andesite pro fo ndement enfouis sont egalement plus a rro ndis que ceux de lithologie semblable qui sont peu 
enterres, ils so nt plus stries et o nt plus de chance d'avoir une forme a llo ngee dans le scns du courant glaciaire que 
Ics morceaux profo ndements enfouis de gabbros et de granophyre. Les mo rceaux de basa lte et d 'andesite peu 
enfo ui s sont plus stries q ue ceux de ga bbro et de grano ph yre peu enfo ui s. A I' interieur de chaque classe 
lithologique, les plus grands fragments ont plus de chance d'avoir une fo rme allongee dans le sens du courant 
glaciai re. On suggere que les blocs profondement enfo ui s acquierent leur forme dans le sens du courant de glace, 
arrond ie par abras ion et fr ac ture lorsqu'il s son t surmontes par de la glace c ha rgee de ma teriaux . Ceci arrive apres 
qu'il s se soient sol idement amarres en se plantant da ns le depots du lit sousglacia ire, et avant qu ' ils aien t ete it leur 
tour enterres par I' installation de debri s autour d'eux. L'im pa rtance de la modifi cation depend en partie de la taille 
et de la nature lithologique des ca illoux. L'orien tatian du grand axe des blocs profondement enfoui s est un bon 
indicateur de la direction de I'eco ulement passe de la glace. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Veriillderllllg VOII Gesleillbrockell in Moriinellablagenmgell durch glaziale Erosion. 
7,8% van I 105 G esteinsbrocken mit B·Aschenl ii ngen von mehr a ls 32 mm in Moranena blagerungen des 
Ska lafellsjiik ull in Sudost-lsland besassen Stromlinienform. Dies traf fur tief in die Morane eingebettete Brocken 
hii ufi ger zu a ls fur o berfliichennahe. Tief eingebettete Basalt- und Andesit-Brocken waren auch starker abgerundet 
als obc rfl iichennahe ah nl icher Kansistenz; sie wa ren a usserdem starker gekritzt und besassen a usgepragtere 
Stromlinienfo rm a ls tief eingebettete Gabbro- und Grano phyr-Brocken . Oberflachennahe Basalt- und Andesitz · 
Brocken waren starker gekritzt a ls solche aus Gabbro und G ranophyr. lnnerhalb einer litho logischen Kl asse 
hatten griissere Brocken hiiufiger eine Stromlinienfo rm . Es wird vermutet, d ass tief eingebettete Bliicke ihre 
abgerundete Stromlinienform durch Abrasion und Brllch erhalten , wenn sie van schuttbeladenem Eis uberfahren 
werden . Dies trill ein , wenn sie durch ihr Einpflugen in die Grundmorane fest ge lagert sind und bevor sie durch 
Ablagerung von Schutt urn sie herum begraben werden. Das Ausmass der Verii nderung hangt te ilweise von ihrer 
Griisse und Zu sammensetzung ab. Die Liingsachse tief eingebetteter Bliicke ist ein guter lndikator fUr fruhere 
Eisflussrichtungen . 

I NTRODUCTION 

Boulton ( 1978) has suggested that when large boulders with a smoothed and striated, often 
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bullet-nosed up-glacier termination, and an abruptly truncated down -glacier termination 
(henceforth termed a stoss-and-Iee form), and a single well -defined set of striae which diverge 
slightly in a down-glacier direction are found in a till unit, then that unit is probably a lodgement 
till. The long-axis orientation of such boulders has been used as an indicator of ice-flow direction 
by Kriiger (1979). 

A boulder which ploughs deeply into the subglacial till bed during lodgement may cease to 
move relative to over-riding debris-rich glacier ice and offer a steady unrotating resistance to ice 
flow. A steady-flow pattern is set up around the boulder, and its up-glacier face is abraded a nd 
streamlined by debris-rich basal ice. If the ice digs into the till on the boulder's up-glacier s ide. a 
bullet-nosed end may develop. The lee-side surface of the boulder may be a remanie surface, 
which has not suffered erosion, or may be shaped by fracture at a point of contact with large 
over-riding particles, if cavitation has occurred around the boulder, leaving its lee side 
unsupported (Boulton, 1978) (Fig. 1). 

The aim of the present study was to investigate the extent to which such erosional 
modification of large clasts occurs in lodgement tills at SkcJ.lafellsjokull , south -east Iceland 
(lat. 65° 16' N., long. 16° 05' W.). In particular, the influence of size and lithology of clasts was 
examined. 

METHODS 

To determine whether the morphology of deeply embedded boulders was significantly 

Fig. I . Streamlined, deeply embedded boulder with stoss-and-Iee form. Large angular fragments derived from the lee 
side of the boulder lie on the till surface at the foot of the lee-side slope. 
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TABLE I. SHAPES AND SURFACE CHARACTER ISTICS OF LIGHTLY AND DEEPLY EMBEDDED BOULDERS, 

SKALAFELLSJOKULL SOUTH-EAST ICELAND 

Shape o/elast 
Lithology Embedding WR R SR SA A VA One Stoss Total 

st riation and 
set lee 

Basa lt and Light 0 3 2 10 4 0 3 4 19 
andesite Deep 5 9 11 6 0 15 26 32 

Gabbro and Light 3 5 8 13 2 0 6 4 31 
granophyre Deep 3 3 6 5 0 2 6 18 

Shape classes follow Powers (1953): 
WR Well rounded: R Ro unded: SR Sub-rounded: SA Sub-angu lar: A Angular: VA Very angular. 

different from that of lightly embedded boulders which had not ploughed into the lodgement till 
surface. a random sample of 50 lightly and 50 deeply embedded boulders greater than 0.3 m in 
diameter was selected. The study site was on the stoss slope of a roche moulonnee and had been 
deglaciated within the last 20 years. Boulders were classified as either coarse- or fine-grained 
igneous rocks. The former were either gabbro or granophyre. and the lalter basa lts or andesites. 
The roundness of each boulder was assessed using the visual classification of Powers (1953). If 
the boulder had a stoss-and-Iee form , this was recorded and the long-axis orientation of the 
boulder was measured. Jf the boulder was striated, this was recorded and the orientation of the 
dominant striation set, if one existed, was measured. If the boulder was not striated or did not 
have a stoss-and-Iee form. this was also recorded (Table I). 

To determine the proportion of boulders in the till which had a stoss-and-Iee form. and the 
infl uence of boulder size and lithology on this, 20 quad rats I m by I m were established on the 
till surface. In each quadrat, every c1ast with a 8 -axis diameter of more than 32 mm was 
examined. a total of I 105. The lithology, 8 -axis diameter, and presence or absence of a stoss
and-lee form was recorded for each c1ast (Table 11). 

R ESULTS 

There are no significant differences between lightly and deeply embedded boulders in terms 
of lithology. roundness, degree of striation, or degree of development of a consistently orientated 
striation set. Deeply embedded boulders are, however. more likely to have a stoss-and -Iee form 

TABLE 11. PROPORTION OF CLASTS IN SKALAFELLSJOKULL LODGEMENT TILLS HAVING STOSS-AND-LEE FORM. 

IN RELATION TO SIZE AND LITHOLOGY OF CLASTS 

B-axis diameter oJ clasl (mm) 
Lilholog,r 30- 59 60- 89 90-119 120-149 150-179 180-209 210- 239 240-269 270- Total 

Basalt and 6.5% 4.6% 10.3% 13.6% 16.7% 23.1 % 25% 0% 0% 7.2% 
andesite 

Gabbro and 5.7% 9.8% 9.7% 22.2% 33.3% 0% 0% 0% 0% 8.4% 
granophyre 

Total 6.3% 5.5% 10.2% 15 . 1% 18.5% 16.7% 20% 0% 0% 7.8% 
Number of cases 585 271 128 53 27 18 5 5 13 I 105 
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than lightly embedded boulders (x 2 = 24.0, df = 3, P < 0.005). Overall , 82 (7 .78%) of the I 105 
clasts sampled had a stoss-and-Iee form. 

Lithology appears to influence boulder morphology. Lightly embedded fin e-grained boulders 
are more likely to be striated than lightly embedded coarse-grained boulders (X2 = 12.45, df = 3. 
p < 0.0 I). Deeply embedded fine-grained boulders are more striated (X 2 = 30.75 , df = 3, 
p < 0.005) and more likely to have a stoss-and-Iee form (/ = 11.39, df = 3, p < 0.0 I) than deeply 
embedded coarse-grained boulders . Lithology does not, however, affect the roundness of lightl y 
or deeply embedded boulders, nor the proportions of lightly embedded boulders with stoss-and
lee form. 

Deeply embedded fine-grained boulders are more striated (/ = 13.02, df = 3, p <- 0.005) and 
more likely to have a stoss-and-Iee form than lightly embedded boulders of similar lithology 
(X 2 = 17.95, df = 3, p < 0.005). They are not, however, more rounded, or more likely to have a 
consistently orientated dominant set of striae. There are no differences in the roundness, degree 
of development of stoss-and-Iee form, or striation of lightly and deeply embedded coarse-grained 
boulders. 

65/ 903 fine-grained clasts had a stoss-and-Iee form (7.19%), compared with 17/ 199 coarse
grained clasts (8.41 %). Within each lithological class, the proportion of clasts with stoss-and-Iee 
form increased with the 8-axis diameter (Table II), so that larger clasts were more likel y to have 
a stoss-and-Iee form. 

Sixty-five of the 100 boulders in the random sample were striated and their shapes were 
dominantly rounded to sub-angular. Only 8/ 100 were angular or very angular, suggesting that 
virtually all had passed through the zone of traction at the glacier bed (Boulton, 1978). 
Observations on the distribution of debris in the adjacent glacier ice confirmed that large clasts 
are only present in the basal layers. 

Excavation of five deeply embedded boulders showed that their lower surfaces had not been 
smoothed and streamlined in the same way as their upper surfaces. In several instances, 
fractured blocks were found at the foot of the lee surface of a boulder (e.g. Fig. I), and in all 40 
cases where boulders had a stoss-and-Iee form , the lee surface was judged to be a clean fracture 
rather than a remanie surface. 

To determine whether the long-axis orientation of boulders with stoss-and-Iee form , and the 
orientation of their dominant striation set can in fact be used as indicators of ice-flow direction , 
these were analysed using 2-D vector analysis (Krumbein , 1939) and compared with ice-flow 
directions deduced from the orientation of bedrock striae. Vector magnitudes for the long-axis 
orientation of deeply embedded stoss-and-Iee boulders and the direction of striations on them 
were significant at the 0.05 level. The directions of the resultant vectors were within 5° of the 
direction of ice flow. Vector magnitudes for the long-axis orientation of lightly embedded stoss
and-lee boulders, and the direction of the dominant striation set on them, were not significant 
(Fig. 2). 

DISCUSSION 

The stoss-and-Iee form does seem to be a feature characteristic of deeply embedded boulders, 
though the frequency with which it occurs probably varies with boulder size and lithology. Large 
boulders are more likely to have a stoss-and-Iee form than smaller ones, though they are less 
common in the till. The analysis of 50 lightly and deeply embedded boulders suggests that fine
grained rocks are more likely to have a stoss-and-Iee form than coarse-grained rocks, but this is 
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Fig. 2. a. Long-ax is Oriel1lalions of deeply embedded boulders wilh sloss-and-Iee f orm. VeClor magnilude=63.2%, 
N = 32. b. Long-axis orienlalions of /ighlly embedded boulders wilh sloss-and-Iee form . VeClor 
magnilude = 7.5%, N=8. c. Orienlalion of dominalll slrialion sel 0 11 deeply embedded boulders. Veclor 
magllilude = 71.8%, N = 30. d. Oriel1lacion of domillanl slrialion sel 011 /ighlly embedded boulders. Veclor 
magllilude = / 8.8%, N = 23. Sy mbols : ---+ Ice-f/ow direclion indicaled by bedrock slriae. - - -- Resu/lal1l 
veclor. 

not confirmed by the less detailed analysis of a further I 105 c1asts. This discrepancy could be 
explained by a difference in the size distribution of c1asts of the two lithologies. 

The higher frequency of stoss-and-Iee shapes among deeply embedded boulders, the 
increased rounding of deeply embedded fine-grained boulders, the fractured nature of boulder 
lee-side surfaces, the lack of modification of the lower surfaces of stoss-and-Iee boulders, and the 
close alignment of the long axes of stoss-and-Iee boulders with ice-flow direction all suggest that 
such boulder shapes develop in the way suggested by Boulton (1978). Modification of boulders 
by abrasion will occur if the debris particles in transport in the basal ice are as hard as or harder 
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than the lodged boulder. The amount of modification which occurs will depend upon the 
concentration and rate of transport of debris particles in the glacier sole, and the length of time 
for which the boulder is exposed. Similar factors will control the likelihood of fracture occurring 
on the lee-side. Although lodgement tends to be concentrated around protruding obstacles at the 
glacier bed, it should still take longer to bury a large boulder than a small one, if only because 
rates of lodgement will decrease over time as the proportion of the boulder protruding decreases. 
Large boulders will therefore be exposed for longer and are more likely to be modified by 
erosion. This is confirmed by the results of this study (Table U). 

The proportion of clasts in a till which develop a stoss-and-lee form will presumably thus 
depend upon the mix of lithologies in the till and the size distribution of clasts of each lithology, 
as well as the factors mentioned above. Hallet (1981) has shown that, as a result of drag between 
debris in traction and the glacier bed, the rate of basal sliding of a glacier may decrease as the 
concentration of debris in the glacier sole increases above 10%. Rates of lodgement may also 
increase at such high debris concentrations as sliding rates drop to values equivalent to the rate 
at which basal ice melts due to geothermal heating. It is possible, therefore, that there is a critical 
value of debris concentration in the basal ice above which the chances of a deeply embedded 
boulder being modified subsequent to lodgement are much reduced. 

Eight of the 50 lightly embedded boulders had a stoss-and-lee form, but their long axis 
orientations were highly variable and divergent from mean ice-flow direction at the site. They 
had probably once been deeply embedded but had since been incorporated and re-deposited by 
minor advances of the ice front responsible for constructing small push moraines (er. Boulton 
and Paul, 1976, p. 168). 

Two possible explanations are suggested for the observation that deeply embedded boulders 
are not more likely to have a single dominant striation set than lightly embedded boulders. Many 
of the fine-grained clasts have been derived very locally from polished and striated bedrock 
surfaces and may inherit a consistent striation set from them. Furthermore, Drake (1977) has 
shown that rod- and blade-shaped clasts may develop consistently orientated striae parallel to 
their long axes during transport at the glacier bed, because they experience very little clast 
rotation during transport. 

The orientation of the long axis of c1asts with stoss-and-lee form is closely related to the 
direction of ice flow, and the position of the lee-side surface makes it possible to determine the 
direction from which the ice was flowing. The orientation of striae on such deeply embedded 
clasts is also a good indicator of former ice-flow directions. 
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